
North Wind Protectorate 
Before the establishment of the Protectorate, these lands were nothing but an untamed wilderness saturated with dragons 

that maintained their status as alpha predators. Many monsters and dire animals live there. Since Bahamut's declaration of 

sovereignty and the founding of the North Wind Protectorate, humanity and the blue people have become the chief 

evangelists of organized religion within the area. Although several faiths have flourished, most of these acolytes are 

dedicated to the very Platinum Dragon who brought civilization and order to the temperate land. 

 

The People Although the North Wind Protectorate is a booming source of trade and commerce, its general population sits 

at around 640,000. Those curious about particular demographics will notice that humans are just as prevalent as lizardmen 

and all manner of dangerous animals (160,000 each). The remaining quarter populace of the Protectorate breaks down to 

80,000 monsters, and half as many blue people and beast-runers (40,000 each). 

 

Religion and Faith: Although the faith of Bahamut has flourished among the civilized races of the area, some of the 

region's oldest residents, the lizardmen, have violently turned away from it. After these beings realized that their 

traditional offerings and prayers to the divine dragon were deemed insufficient, the fervor they held for the dragon god 

quickly turned as cold and as cruel as the blood that flows through their veins; they now feel nothing but hatred toward 

Bahamut, mingled with envy toward his followers for being tantamount to Bahamut's "chosen peoples." The sole faction 

aiding the lizardmen in this Platinum Crusade would be the beast-runers. This crusade, nearly as old as the concept of the 

North Wind Protectorate, has resulted in the enslavement of humans and the execution of some dragons.  The human 

slaves quickly find their way to the auctions in Bauch. 

 

Other Faiths: Although Bahamut's church has become the leading religion of the area, a good portion of other good-aligned 

faiths have at least one outpost within the Protectorate. These include the Silver Moon, Calgillien, and Jaslia. Having been 

rebuffed by Bahamut, the lizardmen have reverted back to their old, shamanic ways; as to whether or not this turncoat 

approach to faith has resulted in a resounding revival for the lizardmen or simply bluster backed with the smallest degree 

of divine reinforcement from totems and ancestor spirits is not entirely clear. 

 

Economy: Several factors have resulted in the relative affluence that the Protectorate has enjoyed in recent times. 

Farmers are able to grow a wide range of crops thanks to the grounds that have been fertile as far back as the Age of 

Runes. Wizards are able to practice their craft out in the open, without any hostility from the locals or the law. Merchants 

of all sorts have found the appeal of tribute-based taxation, including tithes, to be more than enough of an incentive to set 

up stalls and booths within the country's markets. 

 

Notable Markets: The horse trade is a noteworthy market within the Protectorate. While wild horses were often up for 

grabs from dealers, this market has since been claimed by the Protectorate which ruffles many merchants of Zephyr who 

have built their fortunes on the steady supply of cheap strong horses from those lands. Several unscrupulous merchants 

trade for horses with centaurian cowboys to bypass the Protectorate’s claim.  The coin the centaurs receive goes to directly 

aid the lizardman warriors engaging in the skirmishes and bloodshed of the Platinum Crusade.  These black market traders 

have angered the dragons and there are bounties on centaur heads which pay 25 silver a head. 

 

A massive secondary market exists within the area due to the prevalence of treasures laden throughout the various ruins 

of the region, many of which trace their architecture as far back as the Grable Empire. This has resulted in a booming 

antiquities market and serves as a reliable means of luring quest-hungry adventurers into the region.  Haranian merchants 

are eager to purchase these relics and many have established permanent routes to capitalize on the rare and valuable 

items. 

 

Mercenaries and sell-swords can find plenty of opportunities for employment within the Protectorate, due in large part to 

three main sources of conflict (see Military and Defense, below). 

 

Currency Notes: Any coinage of gold or platinum from other countries is banned and must be exchanged, with the 

exchanged coins being smelted down and reminted as coins of the Protectorate. Protectorate platinum coins bear 

Bahamut's visage on one face and a lone dragon scale, the church's symbol, on the reverse. Collectors of obscure coins 

may have a field day with the currency from this realm; gold coins are minted by the seven different dragon residents of 

the region, resulting in seven differently designed gold coins each bearing the visage of its minter. 

 

Diplomacy and Trade: Despite the tension over the wild horse supply, The North Wind Protectorate and the nation of 

Zephyr enjoy a fine relationship as partners in both military and mercantile endeavors. Bauch's reprehensible activities and 

disregard for dignity have resulted in nothing but military responses on the part of the Protectorate. While lizardmen are 

mostly regarded as enemies of the state, both the beast-runers and lizardmen are still able to purchase marked up goods 

via the pragmatic and opportunistic black markets of the thieves' guild. 

 



Military and Defense: The fledgling navy of the North Wind Protectorate patrols the seas of the region, where regular 

encounters with the forces of Bauch can be found in the Cairn Sea, with some assistance on Zephyr's behalf. The country's 

government also considers the oppressive slave trade of Bauch to be a recurring hazard, leading to multiple raids in the 

west. Lastly, The Platinum Crusade has been a constant domestic threat to the sovereignty of the Protectorate. 

 

In the north, there are the dragon wilds of Tanvarpov under the rule of Tiamat.  The slumbering queen of dragons didn’t 

even awake for the battle with the beast so massive her treasure horde in the ancient capital of the Grable Empire.  

Massive flocks of tengu and desperate men live in this region worshipping the great matron and they view the law and 

order of the Protectorate as a dangerous  threat to their way of life.  The evil dragons and their queen are too lazy to 

organize them, but the Temples of Tiamat led by tengu and human high priests are amassing legions to challenge the 

southern threat.  If these dark armies join the Platinum Crusade, then the emerging Protectorate may be in some serious 

trouble. 

 

 


